9° UMBRIA CUP
CASCIA - NORCIA (PG) 23/04/2023 - 25/04/2023

Welcome to CASCIA - NORCIA (PG)
Welcome to Cascia (PG) and Norcia (PG)
After the great success of the last editions, a tournament dedicated to the Umbrian Spring is being re-proposed in the
city of Norcia, and from this year also in nearby Cascia. On the beautiful fields of the Umbrian towns and neighboring
areas, in sports centers where Serie A team retreats are held, the little athletes will compete in the 9th Umbria Cup.
If you are looking for the right combination of sport, nature and tranquility for a youth tournament aimed at young
Magrelli athletes H&R for over forty years in the hospitality field is the right answer.
The structures Monte Meraviglia Hotel, La Reggia Hotel La Corte with the Magrelli Active sports center represent the
ideal place for an important football tournament in a magical atmosphere where through the beautiful sports facilities you
can find concentration, physical fitness, the spirit of team and prepare in the best way for the challenges that await them.
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Perfect combination of Sport and Nature Magrelli Active is the new outdoor sports center, opened by the Magrelli family
a few steps from the city and the famous Sanctuary of S. Rita.
Equipped with the latest generation sports facilities. Facilities available: Five-a-side football fields, basketball, volleyball,
beach volleyball, 7 regulation fields at 11, swimming pool, changing rooms with massage area. Sports hall of 800 square
meters.
All the facilities are located within 1 km of the hotels and the organization provides shuttles between the sports facilities
and the hotels.
The Tournament is authorized by the F.I.G.C.
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9° UMBRIA CUP
CASCIA - NORCIA (PG) 23/04/2023 - 25/04/2023

Tournament's Program
Below the program for youth football event 9° UMBRIA CUP

Sunday: 23/04/2023
Arrival of all delegations not later than
14.00 Withdrawal of the documentation of the tournament Accommodation in the housing allocated
16.00 Top qualifiers
21.30 Parade of all participating teams in the old town of Norcia. Presentation of the teams. Official welcome.

Monday: 24/04/2023
09.00 Final categories Chicks
12.30 Awards Ceremony cat.Pulcini
15.00 Top End all other categories
17.30 Award Ceremony
Departures

Tuesday: 25/04/2023
09.00 Start of Finals for all categories.12.30 pm Municipal Stadium of Cascia award ceremony for all categories.1.30
pm Lunch.Departures.
09.00 Start of Finals for all categories.
12.30 pm Municipal Stadium of Cascia award ceremony for all categories.
1.30 pm Lunch.Departures.
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9° UMBRIA CUP
CASCIA - NORCIA (PG) 23/04/2023 - 25/04/2023

Categories
Admitted categories to the event 9° UMBRIA CUP

Categories

Class

N° Player

U17

01/01/2006

11

U16

01/01/2007

11

U15

01/01/2008

11

U14

01/01/2009

11

U13

01/01/2010

9

U12

01/01/2011

9

U11

01/01/2012

7

U10

01/01/2013

7

U9

01/01/2014/15

5
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9° UMBRIA CUP
CASCIA - NORCIA (PG) 23/04/2023 - 25/04/2023

Tournament's prices
Rates per person for the duration of the tournament. Package possible splits for a limited number of participants (about
5 units). We do not accept outside our room nights Club named package.

The Fee Includes
Full Board from dinner on day of arrival to lunch on day of departure
Accomodation double/triple/quadruple rooms
Mineral water with meals kids
Tournament brochure
Free admission to the ceremonies and finals
A free ticket for every 25 paying members
Trophy to the winning teams in each category
Cups and medals to the finalists in each category
Commemorative plaque to all participating teams
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9° UMBRIA CUP
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Information Of Interest
ENROLLMENT DEADLINE: 17 MARCH 2023 (Subject to exhaustion of places)
DEADLINE FOR BALANCE: 25 days before the tournament start date, CHANGES IN PARTICIPANTS ARE ACCEPTED UP TO 15
DAYS BEFORE THE TOURNAMENT
ACCOMMODATION: Double rooms are available for adults. 3-4 bed rooms for athletes. It is usually possible to book a single room
for every 20 people with a supplement. The hotel management may request the club manager to pay a security deposit on the day of
arrival, in order to cover any damage caused during the stay at the hotel. If no damage is caused, the deposited sum will be fully
refunded on the day of departure.
MEALS: Full board treatment from dinner on the day of arrival to lunch on the day of departure. Special requests can be made up to
10 days before departure. In the event that your club, due to an unexpected delay, is unable to respect the meal times already agreed
with the hotel, it is necessary to inform the hotel in good time so that it can organize itself with the staff. Please note that the rooms
must be vacated by 10.00 on the day of departure.
DRINKS: Water with meals included, other drinks are NOT included (to be paid directly at the hotel).
INSURANCE: It is advisable to provide insurance for medical expenses, accidents, baggage.
TRANSPORT: The fee does not include transport. Airport-Stations-Port-Hotel transfers and vice versa are not included and will be
quoted on request.
TOURIST TAXES: Our packages DO NOT include any tourist taxes. Any tourist tax, if any, is to be paid directly at the
accommodation facility.
MINIMUM GUARANTEED: For the Allievi, Giovanissimi, Esordienti categories: 3 games. For the Pulcini categories: 5-6 games.
SPORTS FACILITIES: The tournament will take place in sports centers within the hotels.
LOANS: a maximum number of 3 loans are allowed with regular clearance and only in the categories: From U17 to U14
FREE: One free for every 25 paying people
CHILDREN: Children from 0 to 3 years not completed in double bed free (Possible cot supplement to be paid directly at the hotel.
Children from 3 to 6 years not completed in 3rd and 4th bed 30% reduction)
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TOURNAMENT REGISTRATION: send the registration form by fax or e-mail (alternatively use the online procedure of our site) with
all attachments, accompanied by the company stamp, a photocopy of the identity document of the person in charge and signatures of
acceptance of privacy clauses, data processing and contractual conditions; - wait for an e-mail confirming the pre-registration and
then for the bank details, then pay a confirmatory deposit of &euro; 1,500.00 per team to the indicated account (the deposit will be
deducted from the final statement), which will become binding after the date deadline for registration for the Tournament; - wait for
confirmation via e-mail and SMS of the official registration; - send the balance of the practice within 20 days from the start of the
Tournament, under penalty of cancellation by the organization and the loss of the deposit, as set out in the General Conditions of
Sale.
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Tourist Offers
EXCURSIONS AND VISITS
NORCIA
Once in the main square you can visit the Church of San Benedetto, built over the birthplace of the saint. The typical hut-like façade
with the large central rose window with the symbols of the four evangelists overlooks the portal embellished with bundles of columns
and the sculptural group representing the Madonna and Child between two angels with the statues of saints Benedict and saints on
the sides. Scholastica. Inlaid polychrome marbles break the whiteness of the facade. Built on the basis of a Latin cross and a single
nave, the original church of 1200 is divided into two floors: the lower one of the crypt where it is possible to observe the remains of the
Roman walls, and the upper one of the main church. Leaving the main door and turning left, the ancient "Measures" (14th century)
line up under a portico from the 1500s, large stone containers used during markets as a unit of measurement for goods. Remaining in
the square you can admire the 13th century Palazzo Comu-nale with Loggia, Staircase and Bell Tower. Inside it is worth visiting the
Sala del Consiglio Maggiore, the Sala Sertoriana or the Sala dei Fortanta conservatori della pace and the Cappella dei Priori, an
eighteenth-century structure, where the precious reliquary of San Benedetto is kept, one of the last in the Gothic style. The Cathedral
of Santa Maria Argentea also has very ancient origins. Built between 1556-1570 in the Renaissance style with large stone arches and
noble chapels. The interior preserves numerous works of art, including the fresco in which the Saints Benedict and Scholastica are
portrayed with the Madonna and Child in the center, and the Crucifix. The 16th-century fresco depicting St. Nicholas of Tolentino with
a dove on his shoulder, the Madonna and Child blessing in the center and St. Augustine dominates the portal of the Church of
Sant'Agostino, very similar to that of St. Benedict. Another example of Gothic art, now home to the auditorium, the municipal library
and the historical archive, is the Monumental Complex of San Francesco. Among the internal frescoes of the fifteenth and sixteenth
centuries it is possible to appreciate the majestic altarpiece with the Coronation of the Virgin by Jacopo Siculo (1541). Excursion with
donkeys on the Sibillini Mountains for families and children. A few kilometers from Norcia, still within the Sibillini Mountains National
Park, there is a fantastic donkey farm. The donkeys are the ideal companions for the excursions of the little ones. The mule is a very
docile animal that particularly loves contact with children, understands their natural sweetness and loves to be pampered and
caressed. He is funny and nice, he brings joy to the group, changes the mood of those close to him, aggregates and involves. The
as-no does not judge, does not comment, does not wear trendy clothes, does not put on airs, is humble and friendly, but independent
and determined. It is a slow and cautious animal that transmits calm, but is also stubborn and tenacious. For the safety of the parents,
donkeys do not like to run or jump, but they walk regularly without acceleration. It is possible to take daily walks. Children ride
donkeys or load them with their luggage. Soon a direct line is established between the animal and its young rider, a communication
that only the little ones are able to establish. Parents, if they wish, can accompany their "great" riders on a wonderful trekking walk.
Rafting along the Nera River
Along the Nera river, aboard a rubber dinghy with a guide-instructor, you will arrive in places that can only be reached by water. The
wetsuit, helmets and all equipment are of high quality. The descent is quiet, suitable for families and groups of friends. For those who
want a little more thrill, for those who have already sailed and are familiar with the river, we recommend the canoe descent.
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Mountain Bike in the woods of the Sibillini Mountains
Alone or with a mountain bike expert you can cross valleys, woods and hidden villages. A paradise for those who love two wheels,
greenery and art hidden in small villages, where there are fascinating towers and churches.
Flowering, a unique spectacle
In the months of May and June in Castelluccio it is possible to witness an extraordinary manifestation of nature: flowering. Flowers
become the protagonists of the landscape when large expanses of poppies alternate with extensions of daisies, the yellow vetch that
infests the fields
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